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.calls-or~ (No CAD details)- says don't trust Glenn at all 
because he wants to get serious.~ says I don't know him. • he (WILLS) 
might go to. place and shoot his mouth off. says too scared to 
go home. --says why .• says on Saturday Glenn nearly ... asks 
what going on, whats it all about.. says, you know how he did it with Jimmy ... 
• says ohh he has gone psycho with you now .• says yeah .• says it is more 
than be careful be serious.- says don't worry it will be OK on my end .• says he 
is going to send-back to-for a few weeks .• mentions he has to be 
careful. 

Call334 GW- 2/8/04 1512 hrs 
GW receives call from TM 
up at lunch time. Nil location given. 

Call336 GW- 2/8/04 1544 hrs 

GW returning tomorrow Tues. Will catch 

Semra calls- S/t male leaves message for Glen to call 

Call2710 2/8/04 1604 hrs 
R calls. Talk of TC attending at Elias shop and standing over them 
for clothes. Went there yesterday. RW is pissed off .suggests RW see To~o do 
something about it. RW is sick of Milad using Carl names all over the place. -says 
he is in shock over Monty, .wants to know what Monty has to do with this. RW 
says she is losing it she is going to go crazy .• says you no what the problem is no 
one's got money and everyone is 'losing it'. RW will tell Glen to stop standing over 
cunts. RW will slit GW throat. RW is in one of those moods and she will do 
something that she will regret. RW says TC is on drugs he's a fucken loser.- is 
going to ring Tony and call RW back. 

Call2717·- 2/8/04 1614 hrs 
-calls Nicola GOBBO (No CAD) .• asks how she is she said not so good, but I'm 
back at work. Talk about NG needs the money, no ones paying and the bills keep 
rolling in. NG says she has a $23,500 tax bill on her desk along with other stuff! need 
to pay them off NG isn't happy one day back and she is listening to everyone elses 
shit. Talk about reading Hutchy's brief NG has given a lot of stuff back, trials and 
things. She is just doing little stuff. says he will come in the city tomorrow and 
have a coffee with NG. 

Call342 GW- 2/8/04 1615 hrs 
GW- calss RW- RW tells GW that she is in a cunt of a 
mood. RW tells GW that TC went to Elias shop in Port Melbourne stood over them 
for clothes. RW tells GW not to involve TC in anything. RW says CW name has been 
thrown around all over the place. RW says he is a lose cannon. GW says yes I 
understand. GW says leave it to me I know what to do. GW asks how she went in 
court she says she got dates that's all. GW says I'll talk to him (TC) and 'bar him'. 

Call2718 - 2/8/04 1619 hrs 
• calls (Nil CAD). Both discuss the situation with RW going off her head re 
~Both discuss that everybody is going stupid out there .• says he is sending 
--away for a few weeks whilst things are solved .• says he has- the 
jacks everyone on his back. 
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